
Sociology Daily Answer Writing

Week 2 - Day 4

Model Structures

1. Elaborate on the view ‘Social change is a process of social evolution from simple to more

complex forms of the society’. 20

Model Structure

Introduction

● Social change - Important alterations that occur in the social structure or in the pattern of

action and interaction in societies, thus function of a social system.

Main Boy

● Comte - Evolutionary

○ Theological - metaphysical - scientific

● Spencer - prime proponent to put out evolutionary social change (Social Darwinism)

○ Taken from the biological Evolutionary theories

○ Change occur by social differentiation and integration

○ Society changes from --> Simple - Compound -- Doubly Compound -- Trebly

compound societies

● Parsons - Social system (Book - Social System 1951)

○ Change is of two types - Change in structure and Change of structure

○ Prime argument: Social systems are governed by cultural systems rather than

biological systems.

○ Study at specific historic level instead in gen form applicable to all societies

○ Concept of Evolutionary universal -

■ Archaic society - Elementary economy, some language

■ Intermediate society - Rise of Social Stratification and Social control

■ Modern society - Rise of Technology, Rational bureaucracy, Growth of

universal laws

● Marx- MoP (Advancement in society due to change in Means and Relations of

production till now. And due to communist revolution in future)
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○ Primitive Communist Mop → Slave → Feudal → Capitalist → Socialist →

Advance Communism

● Durkheim

○ From Simple DoL (Mechanical Solidarity) to Complex DoL (Organic Solidarity)

2. Education is a major source of social mobility in contemporary society. Explain. 10

Model Structure:

Introduction:

● Define Mobility: Social mobility is defined as the movement of an individual or group

from one social class or social stratum to another in the framework of the system of

stratification.

Main Body:

● Education as a factor of social mobility is discussed by the various schools of thought.

● Functionalists like Durkheim and Talcott Parsons established the positive relationship

between education and mobility.

● While Durkheim argued that education prepared students for taking up the future

role in capitalist society, Parsons advocated that schools in capitalist America

offer adequate training to the children to get into the job market.

● Davis and Moore in their theory of stratification advocated that highly specialized

persons get high degrees of specialization and are endowed with exclusive

qualities to fit into the highly challenging and most productive occupations. They

are instrumental in the economic progress and social development of the nation.

As a result, the values like self-orientation, individualism, achievement,

competition, universalism, innovation, conformity to legal provisions of society

and equality has predominated the thought of every generation

● The bearings of modern education on social mobility are studied in great detail by

Goldthorpe. Collecting data from industrially developed societies, he finds out

how education has contributed to the 60% of working-class children getting into
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supervisory and semi-skilled occupational positions. Thus, education has been

considered as a prime source of mobility.

● Pierre Bourdieu contradicted this argument. In his theory of social and cultural

reproduction, he asserts that education preaches equality but practices the reinforcement

of hierarchy and inequality.

● The children belonging to an upper class having control over economic, cultural

and social capital enter into high profitable occupations and this success is

legitimized by the school.

● Education offers no scope for mobility and mass education is given to masses but

exclusive education important for the job market is monopolized by the upper

class.

● The argument of Bourdieu is supported by Bowels and Gintis who advocated that

schools in capitalist America are class-based rather than egalitarian. It provides

the least opportunity for mobility. The children belonging to the lower class get

into lower privileged schools and subsequently get into low paid jobs.

● Andre Beteille in his article advocates that it is not the principle of equality or economic

interest or search for mobility that put people into schools rather entry into school and

success into school is greatly defined by family, kinship, religion or other cultural

variables.

Conclusion:

● The role of education in encompassing mobility cannot be universally similar. In every

society, various forms of compulsions, institutional conditions, and value systems will be

determining to what extent, in what forms education has successfully contributed to

mobility.
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